Indiana’s Clean Energy Economy

About

84,000 Hoosiers are employed in the clean energy sector.

Nearly 4 out of 6
of these jobs are in the
energy efficiency sector

Nearly 1 out of every 6

of these jobs is in advanced
transportation, like electric vehicles

(Source: CET)

Just under 13%

of these jobs are in renewable energy,
like solar, wind, and geothermal

Did you know that Indiana jobs in solar energy have now surpassed those in coal mining?
(Sources: SEIA, IDNR).

Clean energy jobs are good-paying ones that can be found in cities that have lost many
manufacturing jobs over the years, like Evansville (Morton Solar), Indianapolis (Rectify
Solar), Bloomington (MPI Solar), South Bend (Inovateus), and Kokomo (Green
Alternatives). These jobs can also be found in rural Indiana, too, like Avila (Renewable
Energy Systems).
Renewable energy has immense economic promise for our state: Indiana ranks 2nd in the
United States in renewable energy component manufacturing jobs per person (Source: REPP)
And jobs in renewable energy are
anticipated to be among the fastest
growing professions nationwide,
according to the US Bureau of Labor
Statistics (see chart, right).
States that are winning the clean energy
race are generally ones that have
adopted public policies that facilitate
investment in technologies like solar
energy; see the backside to learn about
some of these public policy solutions.
The Hoosier Environmental Council
is Indiana’s leading organization
that is seeking solutions that
will simultaneously improve our
environment and our economy.
Questions on clean energy public policy?
Email us at energy@hecweb.org.

Help Make Solar Energy More
Accessible and Affordable in Indiana
Solar panel installation costs have dropped by 65% from 2009
to 2019.1 Solar’s growing financial attractiveness, coupled with
state & federal incentives, have made solar within reach of an
increasing number of homes and small businesses2, schools3,
churches4, and municipalities5 in Indiana.

However, solar is still inaccessible and/or unaffordable to
many who would like to go solar. Some can’t host the solar
panel on their roof, either because of the shading of the roof
or the quality of — or space on — the roof. Others can’t go
solar because they are not allowed to (e.g., they’re renters
or tenants of a building). Yet others don’t have the upfront
financial resources.

Fortunately, Indiana’s state lawmakers have it in their hands
to make solar energy more affordable and accessible. This is
neither about subsidies nor about picking winners or losers.
This is about reducing government red tape, and unleashing
private capital.

Here are three policy solutions:
1. Legalize third party community solar (CS). For
homeowners, business owners, etc. who are unable to put up
solar — for financial, legal, or technical reasons — CS solves
the problem. Customers buy “shares” in a field of solar panels,
and that helps offset part or all of their energy usage.
2. Legalize third party solar leasing. Sometimes someone who
wants to go solar can’t because they don’t have the upfront
capital. Solar leasing allows them to overcome this: They rent
the panels from a solar installer and use all of the solar energy
produced by the panels; they only pay the utility company for
the additional energy needed to meet their full demand.
3. Legalize PACE financing. PACE, which has been adopted
by all of Indiana’s neighbors (Ohio, Michigan, Illinois,
Kentucky), allows for cities and counties to raise dedicated
funds to provide low-cost loans to small businesses to install
clean energy, like solar panels and energy efficiency. These
loans travel with the property, not the property owner.
None of the above solutions are currently allowed under
Indiana law.

1 news.energysage.com/solar-panelefficiency-cost-over-time
2 www.sirensolar.org/solar-map
3 share.america.gov/how-one-u-sschool-system-is-going-solar/;
www.wfyi.org/news/articles/whythis-indiana-school-district-is-goingcompletely-solar
4 hoosieripl.org/indiana-solarcongregations/
5 www.therepublic.com/2017/
12/31/12312017cr_jennings_solar/

